
Octoberfest Soap Bobbing Party  

(By: SoapyLisa) 

We had good turnout 8 females and 7 scared males, quite the ethnic group, 

many friends showed up with the invited guests who replied via RSVP. Sadly 

many of the original soapers where not around and could not join us. 

 

We had great weather last weekend for the party, people showed up at 4PM, we 

had a pool to swim in along with a large hot tub for relaxing. We grilled 

hamburgers and hot dogs, had pop and lots of alcohol. 

 

Below is a list of partiers names and their gifts. 

 

Yesica (F) brought 3 bars of Caress Original 

Janine (F) brought 3 bars of Palmolive 

Candy (F) brought 3 bars of Cashmere Bouquet 

Amber (F) brought 3 bars of Coast original 

Ruben (M) brought 3 bars of Safeguard 

Mary Ann (F) brought 2 bars of Ivory and 1 bar of Zest original 

Dwayne (M) brought 3 bars of Irish Spring 

SoapyLisa * (F) brought 1 bar of Caress Berry fusion, 1 of Dial Gold, 

1 of Dial Mountain Fresh and 3 bars of pink Olay 

Courtney (F) brought 3 bars of Zest Whitewater Fresh 

CamayKid (M) brought 3 bars of Camay 

Kevin (M) brought 4 bars of Safeguard and 2 bars of Camay 

Yolanda (F) brought beer, lots of Coors and Miller light 

Soapyone (M) brought 3 bars of pink Dove 

Chauncey (M) brought nothing, we made him suffer for that! 

Jeremy (M) brought 3 bars of Lever 2000 

 

Recall the objective of the game: 

    Everyone plays the first round; numbers are drawn to see who goes first. 

A total up to 20 people will participate. The most points your accrue per 

round wins the round, tiebreaker bobbing will be done for ties. Winner gets 

to be the game host for the next round and does not have to go bobbing again. 

(Sad, unless a future winner chooses to have a past host become a bobber 

again). New bars are added to the water per round, bars sucked out of the 

water are not used again, sorry. 

 

    The game will take place at night when is very dark, so you do not know 

what type of soap you may rise out of the tub with stuck to your teeth, 

inside of your mouth. A few drinks will be served throughout the evening to 

calm the contestant's nerves. All the people at the party will participate, 

gladly I hope. 

 

Rules for the game: 

    All partiers are to contribute 3 new wrapped bars of soap. 

    Each contestant will kneel beside the tub outside in the grass, the game 

host / hostess would give it an energetic stir in the tub with a tennis 

racket and the contestant would have a certain amount of time to dunk their 

head into the suds and come up with a bar of soap in the mouth. Time used 

equates to different amount of points. more points for a certain type of soap 

and a bonus score for the time it took to capture the soap in the 



contestant's mouth (the shorter the time, the bigger the bonus). 

 

The types of soap used for the game included, (Points per soap) 

Caress - Purple Berry (20) 

Caress (original) (10) 

Camay - Classic (20) 

Cashmere Bouquet (25) 

Dove – Pink (20) 

Ivory (5) 

Oil of Olay (25) 

Safeguard Antibacterial Beige (35) 

Zest Original Aqua (10) 

Zest - Whitewater Fresh (15) 

Irish Spring Original (30) 

Palmolive Bar – Green (30) 

Lever 2000 (15) 

Coast (15) 

Dial - Mountain Fresh (20) 

Dial – Gold (25) 

Zest Whitewater Fresh (15) 

 

The point scale: 

    Grab a bar within 10 seconds (40 points) 

    Grab a bar within 30 seconds (30 points) 

    Grab a bar within 1 minutes (20 points) 

    Grab a bar within 1:30 minutes (10 points) 

    No bar at all do a second "losers" dunk(0 points) 

**the host will give a firm smack on the butt for a 30 second timer.** 

 

    If the contestant failed to grab a bar within the allotted time, until 

they come up, they would be penalized (to do a second "losers" dunk, while 

being smacked with a hairbrush on your clothed ass). If the same person comes 

up empty mouthed in more than 1 round, the current game host will fish out a 

bar after the round had ended (now the bar would be nice and soft) and make 

the loser'(s) go to the corner and hold that bar in their mouth for 5 

minutes, while being paddled on their naked ass. Trick or treat? 

 

    If you rise from the water and drop the soap, sorry, you get a second 

chance, without a paddled ass! (so sad). Cumulative scores per round with the 

highest scoring contestant in the previous round becoming the host and the 

2nd highest going last in the next round (this makes for softer, longer 

soaked bars being slippery and harder to grab) useful for the skilled soap 

suckers. 

 

    As dusk quickly rolled in we all knew why we were here. The liquor was 

flowing lots of beer and wine coolers. A few drinks made the party relaxed 

and fun. Later in the evening the black guys liked watching the white and 

Hispanic women flirting after they caught a buzz. A few couples roamed off 

into the shrubs in the back of the lot near the pond to play a little bit, if 

you know what I mean. The night was falling fast, as darkness approached we 

started to play the game. 

 

    The large cast iron footed tub was placed on solid ground with a lot of 

straw around it to kneel on. We had a hose running from the wash tub inside 

the house, filling the tub with warm water after we set the first batch of 



soap on the bottom of the tub, 1 bar per person, 15 bars of different soap 

added to the tub. We have A total of 45 new wrapped bars of soap to pick up 

with your teeth and 15 people to play. 

    The video camera with night vision was very interesting. This may entice 

more people to show up to the next party when we show the tape we made of 

soapy mouths, teeth and clothes. 

 

    Stay tuned, Round ones results coming soon. 

 

    Soapy Lisa, dreaming about my wet hair from the soapy tub. 

Round 1: 

We have this total of bars of soap to play the game. 

3 Caress Original 

3 Palmolive 

3 Cashmere Bouquet 

3 Coast original 

7 Safeguard 

2 Ivory 

1 Zest original 

3 Irish Spring 

1 Caress Berry fusion 

1 Dial Gold 

1 Dial Mountain Fresh 

3 pink Olay 

3 Zest Whitewater Fresh 

5 Camay 

3 pink Dove 

3 Lever 2000 

 

 

Bars of soap added to the tub while the warn (hottish) water is added for 

Round 1. 

1 Caress Original 

1 Palmolive 

1 Cashmere Bouquet 

1 Coast original 

3 Safeguard 

1 Zest Aqua 

1 Irish Spring 

1 pink Olay 

1 Zest Whitewater Fresh 

2 Camay 

1 pink Dove 

1 Lever 2000 

15 TOTAL 

 

The bobbing is held in this order: 

 

Courtney (F) 1 

Ruben (M) 2 

Amber (F) 3 

CamayKid (M) 4 



Yesica (F) 5 

Kevin (M) 6 

Dwayne (M) 7 

Mary Ann (F) 8 

Yolanda (F) 9 

Candy (F) 10 

Soapyone (M) 11 

Janine (F) 12 

Chauncey (M) 13 

SoapyLisa * (F) 14 (honorary beginning hostess added to the fun) 

Jeremy (M) 15 

 

    SoapyLisa stirs the tub with the tennis racket the soapy smelling 

concoction is overwhelming! 

    Time to place the bib and shower cap on Courtney, you are first, you may 

skip the bib since she is not a busty lady. A smack on the butt says start, 

in goes Courtney, the water is 2 feet deep, her whole head is submerged under 

water. The crowd has stopped the cheering, hmm a bit humbling it seems. 30 

seconds pass and another butt paddle startles her, soon after she rises with 

a bar of Zest Aqua soap. Courtney gets a score of 10 for the soap and the 

timing points are 20 for grabbing a bar within 1 minute. Courtney had a scowl 

on her face as she rose with Zest soap stuck in her teeth, Zest gets soft in 

the water pretty quickly. She now owns a bar of Zest as she gets the original 

box and wraps the soap in it to take home. She quickly goes to the running 

hose on the side of the house to rinse out her mouth. Courtney was not seen 

for 10 minutes, must have been fun. 

 

    Ruben is ready, no need for a bib or shower cap since he has very short 

hair. A sharp smack on his butt and in he goes. He is using the corners of 

the tub as he aggressively chases something in the water. WOW he pops up 22 

seconds after diving into the tub with a bar of Irish Spring worth 30 points 

and the timing points are 30 for grabbing a bar within 30 seconds. He is 

quick to remove the green bar from his mouth, it is still pretty hard in 

structure, he appears to be happy to be done for now. He goes to rinse. 

 

    Amber looks very nervous as she is bibbed and capped for the party fun. 

POP on her ass and in she goes, what will rise nobody knows. The crowd 

cheers, looks like Kevin her boyfriend is anxious to see what happens, 30 

seconds pass and Lisa softly whacks her butt, the crowd boos Lisa for being 

nice. Amber is moving around the tub she is getting busy in the front of the 

tub as she rises with a bar of pink Olay. Oh no it slips out as she rises 

from the water and the Olay falls back in. Oh she is not happy, she realizes 

she will get worked again since she chose not to use her teeth on the soap 

while coming up for air. She will not have her butt abused since she 

originally rose with something. She takes a breather break for a moment and 

gets the initial butt paddle to go back in. Has Amber learned something from 

the last dunk? She pops up 25 seconds later with a bar of Camay, you bet it 

has teeth marks, since the soaps in the tub are getting softer by the minute. 

She looks happy to have a bar of soap within her tight lips. She gets 20 

points for the soap and another 30 for the time. She goes to rinse and Kevin 

makes sure to get a long wet kiss in while Camay is still tasty in her teeth 

and lips. They are so happy together as they go to rinse with the hose. 

 

    CamayKid is next, he is ready, loving the challenge, smiling and showing 

a small bulge in his shorts. Lisa explains what to do, he stops her and 



states he knows what he's doing, a manly man here, lets see him show his 

strength as his hands are tied up for a special surprise from Lisa. SMACK! He 

goes in, people are laughing at him now, he is all over the tub, his scruffy 

face must be getting clean. 30 seconds pass and he gets a serious butt whack, 

wow that must have hurt, he is a man, he will accept the challenge! Still 

roaming around tub, he settles on a corner far from the faucet. 1 minute 

passes, oh did he feel that spank! His hands tied jerk up after the spank. He 

pops up soon after this with a bar of Zest Whitewater Fresh, you can be 

assured its all over his face and teeth. The soap gets him 15 points and the 

time scores 10 for rising within 1:30 minutes. 

 

    Yesica is ready, puts on the bib and shower cap since he has very long 

black hair. A brisk smack on her butt and in she goes. She is using the 

corners of the tub as she chases soap on the bottom of the tub. SCORE as she 

pops up 20 seconds after diving into the tub with a bar of pink Olay, the 

same soap used earlier by Amber, worth 25 points and the timing points are 

30. She is quick to remove the pink bar from her mouth, she is so happy to be 

done. Off she goes to rinse out her mouth. 

 

    SoapyLisa stirs the tub with the tennis racket, the soapy concoction is 

strong in odor and suds are on top of the water from the workouts. 

 

    Kevin is ready, no need for a bib or shower cap since he has no hair. A 

smack on his butt with the racket and in he goes. He is using the corners of 

the tub as he trolls for soap in the water. He pops up 28 seconds after 

diving into the tub with a bar of Lever 2000 worth 15 points and the timing 

points are 30 for grabbing a bar within 30 seconds. He is quick to remove the 

bar from his mouth, it is still pretty hard in structure, he appears to be 

happy to be done for now. He goes to rinse, Amber is smiling ear to ear.  

 

    Dwayne a big black man is ready, not smiling but clearly visible is a 

large package in his tight Speedo. Lisa explains what to do, her hands rub 

his chest, he stops her and smiles as he winks to her, he knows what she is 

doing, a lucky man he is, he has a special surprise for Lisa. SLAP on the ass 

of the muscular man! He quickly goes in, people are chatting with him now 

under water, he is scouring around the tub, his butt is wide open to moon the 

crowd, Lisa quietly rubs his ass as she walks past him. 30 seconds pass and 

he gets a stiff whack on his exposed ass, he is a tough man, with a stiff 

muscular butt, he likes the discipline. Still roaming around tub, he settles 

on a corner near the faucet. 1 minute passes, Lisa spanks him hard on the 

right cheek of his ass! He pops 10 seconds later with a bar of Safeguard in 

his mouth. The camera was rolling for this, hopefully some night vision will 

get an image. The soap gets him 35 points and the time scores 10 for rising 

within 1:30 minutes. He looks right in Lisa's eyes and smiles, there is some 

passion happening here. 

 

    SoapyLisa stirs the tub with the tennis racket the soapy tub is smelling 

very strong. 20 minutes have passed since we started, 8 bars of soap remain. 

A refresh of water is needed since a cooling of the tub is happening. The air 

temperature is 85 degrees and low humidity out here in Nevada. 

 

    A smack on her butt and in goes Mary Ann, the water is warm again since 

some was released and hot water added. Her whole head is submerged under 

water. The crowd is cheering. 30 seconds pass and another butt paddle 

startles her, soon after she rises with a bar of pink Dove soap. Mary Ann 

gets a score of 20 for the soap and the timing points are 20 for grabbing a 

bar within 1 minute. Mary Ann had a red face as she rose from the hot water. 



She quickly goes to the running hose on the side of the house to wash her 

face and rinse out her mouth. Mary Ann was off to have a pop after a long 

mouth rinse.  

 

    Yolanda is next, she is a very sexy curvy light skinned black woman. The 

guys and some gals have been flirting with her all day, she is a sweet very 

attractive voluptuous lady. She is a bit drunk from all the wine coolers she 

had, we will see if she is a good soap sucker. She looks very nervous as she 

is bibbed and capped for the game. A soft spank on her ass from Lisa and in 

she goes, why is Lisa so nice to the pretty women? The crowd cheers, looks 

like Janine her friend who invited her is closely watching what happens. Her 

sexy, large derrière, (she was not blessed in the rear), is sticking out, and 

waiting for a spank to warn her of the time. 30 seconds pass and Lisa softly 

whacks her butt, the crowd boo's Lisa again for being too nice. Yolanda is 

moving around the tub she is getting something in the front of the tub as she 

rises with a bar of Cashmere Bouquet 25 seconds later. She makes sure to grip 

it tightly with her teeth, maybe too tight as it is soft from being in the 

water for 30 minutes. Oh she is not happy, she realizes she bit a chunk and 

it is stuck in her teeth. Has Yolanda learned something from this dunk? She 

gets 25 points for the soap and another 20 for the time. She goes to rinse 

and Janine follows to help her rinse while the soap is still in her teeth and 

gums. Looks like Janine wants a kiss and Yolanda starts making out with 

Janine making sure to share the chunk of soap she bit off. These big girls 

are going to town, their soapy mouths are frothing as they go to the hose 

with big soapy smiles 5 minutes later. 

 

    Candy is getting get dressed and ready. Her whole head is quickly 

submerged under water. The crowd is quiet. 30 seconds pass and a butt 

paddling wakes her up, she rises seconds later with a bar of soft Camay soap. 

Candy gets a score of 20 for the soap and the timing points are 20 for 

grabbing a bar within 1 minute. Candy had a red face as she rose from the hot 

water. She quickly goes to the running hose on the side of the house to wash 

her face and rinse out her mouth. Candy was off to have some water after a 

long mouth rinse.  

 

    Soapyone is now up to bat oops, I will bet he practiced for this game. 

James is ready, no need for a bib or shower cap. A brisk smack on his ass and 

in he goes. He is using the corners of the tub as he chases soap around the 

tub of warm water. He quickly pops up 20 seconds after going into the tub 

with a bar of Palmolive worth 30 points and the timing points are 30 for 

grabbing a bar within 30 seconds. He slowly removes the green bar from his 

mouth, scraping his teeth, hmm was that a mistake? James appears to be happy 

to be done for now. He declines a need to rinse. James is now tied for 1st 

place with Ruben, who is nowhere to be seen at this time. 

 

    Janine, get dressed. Yolanda places the bib on her. Her head is now 

submerged under the soapy water. The crowd is anxious to see her fail. 30 

seconds pass and another paddle smacks her, up she rises 20 seconds later 

with a bar of Safeguard soap. Janine gets a score of 35 for the soap and the 

timing points are 20 for grabbing a bar within 1 minute. She quickly goes to 

the running hose on the side of the house to wash her face and rinse out her 

mouth, she has a look of fear from the soapy game. Janine was off to have a 

very long mouth rinse as Yolanda follows her very closely. 

 

    Chauncey, where are you? He is rumored to be passed out from too much 

beer earlier. We will punish him later. 

 



    SoapyLisa, here we go kids, the curvaceous white cutie is ready to fill 

her mouth with soap! Dwayne gets to paddle Lisa, she smiles and he winks to 

her. He will not use the paddle, he uses his hand, a big hand fits so nicely 

on her plump buttocks. SMACK! Ouch, says Lisa, scowling, the crowd laughs 

loudly and Lisa has fingerprints embedded into her ass. IN goes Lisa, she 

cannot find any soap as she roams around the tub, there is 3 bars, 30 seconds 

pass and she gets popped on the other cheek, half as hard so she does not get 

hurt. She has found something she moves to the corner, looks like the soap 

slipped away. 1 minute passes and the paddle gets used on her this time, a 

stinging pop on her round butt gets her moving all over the tub. 12 seconds 

later Lisa rises with a bar of Coast deeply embedded in her mouth. Dwayne 

helps her remove it so she can catch her breath, Oh boy, he makes sure to rub 

her tongue and scrape her teeth as he slowly twists the soap out of her 

mouth. Lisa looks so cute standing 

there and a few pictures were taken while the strong black man soaps her 

mouth as he helped remove the bar of Coast. The soap scored her 15 points and 

she gets 10 points for the time. She is off to rinse, the crowd cheers her as 

she blows bubbles from her soapy mouth. 

 

    Jeremy is now submerged under the soapy messy water. The crowd is anxious 

to see him fail. 28 seconds pass and he rises with a bar of Safeguard soap. 

His teeth marks are set in soap! Jeremy gets a score of 35 for the soap and 

the timing points are 30 for grabbing a bar within 30 minute. He quickly goes 

to the running hose on the side of the house to wash her face and rinse out 

his mouth, he has a look of disbelief from the soapy game. He is waiting 

since Lisa is scrubbing her mouth to get the Coast out of her teeth, this 

will take a while. 

Round 1 scoring. Order Soap Time Total points 

Courtney (F) 1 10 20 30 

Ruben (M) 2 30 30 60 

Amber (F) 3 20 30 50 

CamayKid (M) 4 15 10 25 

Yesica (F) 5 25 30 55 

Kevin (M) 6 15 30 45 

Dwayne (M) 7 35 10 45 

Mary Ann (F) 8 20 20 40 

Yolanda (F) 9 25 20 40 

Candy (F) 10 20 20 40 

Soapyone (M) 11 30 30 60 

Janine (F) 12 35 20 55 

Chauncey (M) 13 PASSED out! 

SoapyLisa * (F) 14 15 10 25 

Jeremy (M) 15 35 30 65 

   


